
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The study of networks has attracted the interest of researchers and scientists

ranging from neurobiologists to statistical physicists. Topology of food webs, elec-

trical power grids, cellular and metabolic networks, the World-Wide Web, the Inter-

net backbone, the neural network of the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans,

and telephone call graphs are some network issues that have been studied empiri-

cally [18]. The fact that real life networks are complex entices scientists to make

models for complex real network. Two renowned types are the small-world and

scale-free network [22].

The small-world problem was first introduced by the social psychologist Stan-

ley Milgram in 1967. In his article titled "The Small-World Problem", Milgram

stated that it can be described simply by a question: what is the probability of any

two people in this world to know each other? How many links of friendship bridg-

ing the two people to be connected? Milgram made an experiment in United States

by passing messages to random targets. He sent letters with name and address of

the same target person to the participants that were asked to pass the message to

their acquaintances and friends that they thought would most likely to know the tar-

get [12]. The result showed that the average number of intermediate acquaintances

needed is six, which is well known as "six degrees of separation" [21].

Watts defines small-world network as a numerically large, sparse, decentral-

ized, and highly clustered network. In the formulation, it has characteristic path

length (L) and clustering coefficient (C). It can be said that small world network

is not completely random, nor completely ordered [21]. Regarding this, there are

several models to build that kind of network. There are Watts-Strogatz’s model
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involving edges rewiring, Watts-Newman’s model involving edges adding, and al-

ternative hotspot adding to the existing network [23, 14, 13]

On the other side, Barabási introduced the scale-free network. The term

"scale-free" is used for networks containing nodes or hubs that have a huge amount

of links and no node is typical of the others. This type of networks is found when

Barabási and his colleagues worked on a project to map the World Wide Web. They

expected to find a random network but they found that more than 80 percent of the

Web pages had fewer than four links but less than 0.01 percent had more than 1,000

links. The finding somehow follows the power-law distributions that are quite dif-

ferent from bell-shaped distributions that characterize random networks [1].

While both network models are popular for complex networks science, there

is a need to analyze and improve them since they do not resemble the real social

networks. Both network types will be simulated using MATLAB. In the simulation,

effects on the networks will be studied and analyzed, such as isolation of nodes.

1.2 Problem Statements

Several problems that will be discussed in this thesis are

1. how to simulate the small-world networks based on Watts-Strogatz’s model,

Watts-Newman’s model, and alternative hotspot adding model,

2. how to simulate Barabási-Albert model of scale-free network, and

3. how to analyze the nodes isolation effect to characteristic path length and

clustering coefficient of small-world Watts-Strogatz’s model.

1.3 Literature Review

Recent studies of small-world network have been done in various subjects.

Dodds, Muhamad, and Watts have done an experiment somewhat like what Mil-
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gram did but with e-mail. The experiment involved forwarding messages to friends

from more than 60,000 e-mail users to 18 target users from 13 countries. The result

showed that the median of five to seven steps are needed to reach the target [5].

Brian Uzzi and Jarret Spiro had done a research regarding small-world net-

work in the effect of collaboration and creativity among artists who create Broad-

way musicals from 1945 to 1989. They found that the result of clustering coefficient

and path length is consistent with the small-world theory. However, they found that

if the level of connections increases too much beyond a threshold, the small-world

will have negative effect on the performance of the artists. What they found is

small-world has a curvilinear impact on the artists’ performance [20].

Feirryanto et al. had developed simulation of small-world network using OM-

NeT++. They used the model introduced by Watts and Strogatz. They found that

the networks they built conform to the small-world model based on Watts and Stro-

gatz’s. It shows that when they have 1,000 nodes in the network with initial con-

nection of 4 and probability of randomness equals to 0.1, there are only 4 nodes as

hotspots with the highest number connections of 7 [24].

Denny Cahayadi in 2013 studied the isolation of hotspots in small-world net-

work and simulation of scale-free network. He improved Feirryanto’s program to

determine the hotspots of a network and isolate them to observe the behavior of

the network’s characteristic path length. He tested three criteria for hotspots of the

network and found that the number of connection was the best criterion [2].

Scale-free networks research was done by Oliver Hein et al. in diffusion and

communication processes. They found that there is no epidemic threshold in scale-

free networks which means that the networks are sensitive to diffusion or infections

spreading. In the research, they tried to simulate scale-free networks in an artifi-

cial stock market information systems. The scale-free communication network of

security traders displays that network topology has the dynamics of complex socio-
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technical systems [7].

Liu et al. observed core percolation on complex networks. The core in a

network provides robustness in network controllability. Core percolation is one of

important random graph problem. They found that pure scale-free networks have

no core for any degree exponents [9].

MacDonald, Almaas, and Barabási used minimum spanning trees (MSTs) to

examine correlations effect between link weights and the topology of the network

on scale-free networks. They found that the structure and efficiency of the minimum

spanning trees can change from scale-free to exponential by only changing nature

of the correlations. Thus, the change can be used as a function of the correlation

between the link weights and the network topology. They used the MSTs that are

either scale-free or exponential to create weighted scale-free networks by depend-

ing on the nature of the correlations of the link-weight [10].

A. H. Y. Tong et al. had done a research on yeast genetic interaction network.

They found that the yeast synthetic genetic network has two properties similar to

World Wide Web and protein-protein interaction map. The array genes’ connectiv-

ity distribution follows a power-law distribution. There are some highly connected

"hub genes" that are more important for fitness. What they found next is the genetic

network exemplifies the small-world network [19].

In another research, Jukka-Pekka Onnela and Nicholas Christakis studied the

path lengths of social network based on small-world property. They observed three

kinds of path: stochastic path taken by a simulated spreading process from source

to target, topologically shortest path in the fully observed network, and topological

shortest path in a partially observed network. What they found is the partially ob-

served shortest path does not necessarily give an inflated estimate of the length of

the process path. It may make the path look shorter than the actual one [15].

Small-world network and scale-free model has been used in medical issues
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by Nicholas Christakis and James Fowler. The study was performed to analyze the

spreading of obesity within interconnected social network of Framingham Heart

Study over 32 years. It shows that social connections are able to promote obesity

spreading between the people. The probability that a person can become obese is

increased by 57% if one had an acquaintance who had an obesity problem within

some time range. The result shows that there are forms of clusterings within the so-

cial networks. Christakis and Fowler used small-world and scale-free for statistical

examination. Christakis and Fowler did another study regarding how to visualize

social network in the Framingham Heart Study and its impact in health and disease

transmission. They examined the network and found that the degree distribution

of the Framingham Heart Study social network does not fit perfectly with either

small-world or scale-free model [3, 4].

1.4 Objectives

The objectives of this thesis are

1. to simulate the small-world networks based on Watts-Strogatz’s model, Watts-

Newman’s model, and alternative hotspot adding,

2. to simulate Barabási-Albert model of scale-free network, and

3. to analyze the nodes isolation effect to characteristic path length and cluster-

ing coefficient of small-world Watts-Strogatz’s model.

1.5 Restrictions and Assumptions

Some restrictions and assumptions being used in this thesis are:

1. the small-world network will be developed using Watts-Strogatz’s model,

Watts-Newman’s model, and Hotspots Adding model;
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2. the scale-free network will be developed using Barabási-Albert’s model;

3. properties that will be compared and analyzed are characteristic path length

and clustering coefficient;

4. the tool used to develop simulation software is MATLAB.

1.6 Methodology

1.6.1 Literature Study

This step includes information gathering from resources such as books, journals,

and Internet’s articles. The informations gathered are about small-world and scale-

free network from mathematics and programming side.

1.6.2 Simulation

In this stage, the software to simulate small-world and scale-free networks is de-

veloped. The simulation will be developed using MATLAB based on algorithms to

create the desired networks.

1.6.3 Analysis

The result from the simulations will be analyzed based on clustering and path length

parameters.

1.7 Writing Structure

The writing structures of this thesis are as follows:

1. Chapter I, describes background, problem statements, objectives, restrictions

and assumptions, methodology, and writing structures of this thesis.

2. Chapter II, describes the basic concept and theories of graph.
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3. Chapter III, describes the concepts and theories of small-world and scale-free

network.

4. Chapter IV, describes the software development to simulate the small-world

and scale-free networks using OMNeT++.

5. Chapter V, discusses the simulation result of modeling small-world and scale-

free network.

6. Chapter VI, contains the data gathered from nodes isolation simulation to

small-world network with rewiring model.

7. Chapter VII, contains conclusion and suggestions for future researches.
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